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THE GÔRANÎ PARƮSHƖN-NƖMA
The work that concerns us here is a manuscript preserved in the Library of the Centre for the Great Islamic
Encyclopaedia, in TehrƗn. Numbered 529 (formerly 66592), it is catalogued as ParƯshƗn-nƗma (The
Book of Confusion) (104 fols., 10×15 cm, figs. 1
2) [1]. ParƯshƗn-nƗma, by MullƗ ParƯshƗn, is one of the
earliest contributions made by Kurdish intellectuals to
the society of KurdistƗn in the field of mysticism. MullƗ
Abǌ al-QƗsim DƯnawarƯ, known as MullƗ ParƯshƗn, is
a well-known medieval poet and shaykh. He was of
Kurdish origin [2], from the district of DƯnawar [3], in
western IrƗn. There is no detailed account on his life,
but, according to some of the hemistiches of
ParƯshƗn-nƗma [4], MullƗ ParƯshƗn was probably an
imƗmƯ ShƯa Kurd and, at the same time, afollower of
ڣurǌfƯ sect [5]. He came into contact with a certain RadƯ
al-DƯn ڣƗfi ڴRajab b. Muڭammad b. Rajab ڣillƯ
(ca. 813/1410), known as Rajab BursƯ [6], a well-known
imƗmƯ ShƯa and writer of MashƗriq al-AnwƗr (Eastern
Shores of Lights), for whom MullƗ ParƯshƗn possibly
composed a number of mystical poems [7]. Some ShƯa
classical sources know MullƗ ParƯshƗn as ParƯshƗn
Kurd, the student of Rajab BursƯ [8].
MullƗ ParƯshƗn was among the most important
ڣurǌfƯ figures of 14th and late 15th centuries DƯnawar,
and according to local documents, played a key role in
the founding and development ڣurufism [9]. Fortunately, we have a good deal of information about his
ڣurǌfƯ interests in ParƯshƗn-nƗma, all of which are pre-

sented in the given manuscript of his work, with abjad
abbreviations and secrets used in his poems [10]. Apart
from ڣurǌfƯ terms, there are also many Arabic philosophical, theological and κǌfƯ phrases and words in the poems of MullƗ ParƯshƗn.
ParƯshƗn-nƗma is written in Gôranî dialect, known
as Kurdish in Iranian and Iraqi KurdistƗn. While it
shares some features which marks it off from most other
contemporary Gôranî dialects, there are many more
which distinguish it from other dialects and it is now
realized that their relationship is not particularly
close [11]. So this feature could just as well, or perhaps
more likely, be a euphonic different from within Gôranî
literature, as a survival from an earlier period.
The manuscript is undated, but the text is certainly
a faithful copy of the original made in the late 18th and
early 19th centuries [12]. The text is divided in two
parts: the first part (first folio to fol. 33) which includes
blue papers and the second (fol. 34 to the end) which
includes white papers. Some of the folios in the first and
the second parts of the manuscript seem to be out of order, but it has been possible to re-arrange these with confidence. Every folio is somewhat obliterated, either being cut or affected by dampness, but almost all the folios
can be read entirely. The text is written in the type of
semi-cursive nastalƯq, with a basmala. The text takes up
both sides of the folio and its pagination is Oriental. The
original depository of the manuscript is SulڳƗn AlƯ
SulڳƗnƯ and the personal library of his family.
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